I. Introduction
The theory of nonlinear dissipative operators has been the subjeot of many works in the last thirty years. During 60-70*s years it was appliaated to the theory of ordinary differential inclusions (see e.g. [2] , [3] , [7] ). On the other hand, in the past years there has been an increasing interest in neutral funotional-differential equations (NPDE). They were investigated by Das In the present paper we deal with some neutral functional--differential inclusion (NFDI), combining the methods used in the theory of dissipative operators with that of classical NPDI. In Section III we Investigate existence and uniqueness problem for some functional inclusion and then, in Section IV, we show how obtained results can be applicable to NPDI. The set-valued funotion F acting from 7 to subsets of 7 is oalled the duality mapping, while x*e F(x) is called the dual functional.
II. Definitions and notation
A set-valued function A : 7 -»-7 is oalled dissipative, if for every x,ye Dom A, ^.>0, ueA(x), veA(y) the following inequality holds II» -j||<||* -y -A{u -v)||.
A dissipative set-valued function A is called m-dissipative, if Rang(I -A) =7, where I denotes the identity operator in 7 ( [7] ).
Jfor further convenience we collect together some known properties of dissipative set-valued functions (see e.g. [1] ). By the definition of A^, we obtain
Denote z1 = J^(x), z2 = J^(y). let f e A(z1) .and g e A(z2) be such that x = z1 -If and y = z2 -^g, respectively. By (ii), we obtain
Therefore, we have the inequality
sup |x(s)-y(s)| a^sst which implies that AA has Volterra's property. Similarly as above, we obtain that H, is a contraction on A C[a,bJ, so there exists a function XgecLa.b] suoh that x2 = H^(x2), Xg being a solution of (C) on [a,2c-a], because, by Volterra's property, we have A^(x2)(t) = A^fx^) (t) • ror t e [a,o] .
Continuing this process we obtain a function x^ which is a solution of (C) on the whole interval [a,b], We remark that our construction is finished after n steps, where n is suoh that o+n(c-a)
Taking A tending to zero, we obtain a sequence of solutions of (C). Ve show that it aontains a convergent subsequenoe (x^ ) such that its -limit is a solution of problem (B). Proof.
The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1. We must only oonstruct more oarefully the solution of (C). By the property 4. [5] ).
Therefore, we obtain
f Functions x^^ are absolutely continuous, so and |Xj_(*)| are almost everywhere differentiable. Then for almost all s e [st^o] we have the equality -100 -
